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I. INTRODUCTION

During the Survey Period, I the Fifth Circuit dealt with several challenges
to the validity of sentence enhancements and departures from the Federal
Sentencing Guidelines (the Guidelines). The most significant trends were
seen in the area of Apprendi challenges: attacks on sentence enhancements
based on facts not admitted by the defendant nor presented to the jury.2 In
addition, the Supreme Court's most recent decision concerning the validity of
sentencing guidelines in Blakely v. Washington has produced a split in the
circuits as to the constitutionality of the federal sentencing guidelines.3 This
Survey traces the most recent developments in Fifth Circuit jurisprudence on
the issue of interpreting the Guidelines.4

* Angela M. Laughlin is an Associate Professor ofLaw at Texas Tech University School ofLaw.
The author would like to dedicate this article to her Legal Practice students, who continue to amaze and
inspire her.

I. The Survey Period is from June 1, 2003 through May 31, 2004.
2. Apprendi v. New Jersey. 530 U.S. 466 (2000).
3. Blakely v. Washington, 124 S. Ct. 2531 (2004).
4. See discussion infra Parts IT-IV.
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II. APPRENDI AND ITS PROGENY

[Vol. 37:777

The Fifth Circuit continued to deal with the after-effects of the Supreme
Court's decision in Apprendi v. New Jersel and Ring v. Arizona.6 The court
dealt with several challenges to sentences based on Apprendi.

A. United States v. Floyd

In United States v. Floyd, the Fifth Circuit dealt summarily with a
challenge to an increased sentence based on facts neither charged in the
indictment nor submitted to the jury.? The jury convicted Milena Floyd
(Floyd) ofconspiracy to commit mail fraud and one substantive count of mail
fraud, aiding and abetting.s Floyd's conviction arose from her participation
in a scheme involving staged automobile accidents to defraud insurance
companies.9 Floyd was an employee ofone clinic who asked patients to sign
for phony visits. lO The scheme involved a total of four Dallas law fIrms and
six chiropractic clinics. I I Floyd asserted in her appeal that her constitutional
right to due process was violated when the federal district court based its
sentence enhancements on actions neither submitted to the jury nor charged
in the indictment-her more than minimal planning and her aggravated
involvement. 12 The court found this argument without merit, holding its prior
decision in United States v. Doggett foreclosed her argument. 13 In Doggett,
the court opined that "[t]he decision in Apprendi [v. New Jersey] was
specifically limited to facts which increase the penalty beyond the statutory
maximum, and does not invalidate a court's factual finding for the purposes

5. Apprendi. 530 U.S. a1466. Apprendi involved two New Jersey statutes: one authorized a ten
year term for the second-degree offense ofunlawful possession of a firearm and a second provided for an
enhanced sentence of ten to twenty years if the trial judge found that the defendant acted with the intent
to intimidate the victim based on his race or other protected statuses. Id. at 468-69. The Apprendi Court
held that the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment requires a factual detennination before
authorizing an increase in the maximum prison sentence for an offense. This determination must be made
by a jury on the basis ofproof beyond a reasonable doubt. [d. at 490. 496-98. The Court pronounced that
"[olther than the fact of a prior conviction, any fact that increases the penalty for a crime beyond the
prescribed statutory maximum must be submitted to a jury, and proved beyond a reasonable doubt." Id.
at 490.

6. Ring v. Arizona, 536 U.S. 584 (2002). In Ring, the Court applied Apprendi to an Arizona
capital-sentencing statute that permitted imposition of the death penalty-a greater punishment than that
authorized by the jury's guilty verdict- when ajudge found one often aggravating factors. Id. at 589-609.

7. United States v. Floyd, 343 F.3d 363, 367 (5th Cir. Aug. 2003), cert. denied, 124 S. Ct. 2190
(2004).

8. ld. (citing 18 U.S.C. §§ 371, 1341,1342 (2003».
9. Floyd, 343 F.3d at 367.

10. [d.
11. [d.
12. ld. at 372.
13. ld.; see United States v. Doggett, 230 F.3d 160 (5th Cir. 2000).
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ofdetermining the applicable [s]entencing [g]uidelines. ,,14 Therefore, Floyd's
constitutional challenge based on sentencing factors not found by the jury was
without merit, 15 Floyd's sentence was vacated on other grounds. 16

B. United States v. Williams

John Williams was convicted ofdepriving a suspect's rights under color
of law in violation of 18 U.S.c. § 242 and discharging a firearm "during and
in relation to a crime of violence"17 for the shooting of an apprehended and
unarmed suspect in the back. 18 Williams challenged his sentence asserting
that a deprivation of rights under color oflaw, section 242, is not a "crime of
violence" as defined by section 924(c)(3).19 In upholding the sentence, the
court held that Williams's offense was "unquestionably a 'crime of violence'
under § 924(c)(3)."20 The court opined that its interpretation of section 242
must be guided by the Supreme Court's pronouncement in Apprendi, and the
court noted that post-Apprendi it was increasingly important to distinguish
between the terms "elements," "sentence enhancements," and "sentencing
factors. ,,21

C. Blakely v. Washington

On June 24, 2004, the United States Supreme Court announced its
decision in Blakely v. Washington where the Court considered the validity of
the sentencing scheme of the State of Washington and imposition of an
exceptional penalty based on facts neither admitted by the accused nor found
by the jury.22

14. Doggett, 230 F.3d at 166.
15. Floyd, 343 F.3d at 372.
16. Id. at 372-73. The panel held that Floyd had properly objected to the pre-sentence report

concerning her prior criminal history. Id. at 372. '" As a general rule. information in the pre-sentence
report is presumed reliable and may be adopted by the district court without further inquiry ifthe defendant
fails to demonstrate by competent rebuttal evidence that the information is material1y untrue. inaccurate
or unreliable.'" Id. (quoting United States v. Carbajal, 290 F.3d 277, 287 (5th Cir. 2002». In Floyd's case
the unsworn statement ofthe probation officer was the only evidence supporting the federal district court's
conclusion that Floyd had a prior conviction. Id. at 373. Floyd was "unable to provide adequate and
relevant rebuttal evidence" because she was not given supporting documentation of her prior conviction.
Id. Therefore, it was error for the federal district court to find that she had a prior conviction. Id.

17. United States v. Williams, 343 F.3d 423 (5th Cir. Aug. 2003), cert. denied, 540 U.S. 1093
(2003); 18 U.S.C. § 924(c)(l)(A)(iii) (2003).

18. Williams, 343 F.3d at 429
19. Id.
20. Id. at 434.
21. See id. at 432-33. "A court must not carelessly toss these labels around, but instead must

examine concretely how all the facts in the statutory text affect the sentence. If a fact increases the
statutory maximum, it may be called an 'element'; if not, it may be cal1ed a 'sentencing factor.'" Id. at
433.

22. Blakely v. Washington, 124 S. Ct. 2531, 2534-35 (2004).
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Blakely pleaded guilty to second-degree kidnapping involving domestic
violence and use of a firearm.23 As a class B felony, the state criminal code
provided for a sentence not to exceed ten years.24 The Washington Sentence
Reform Act, however, further limited the sentence a judge may impose and
specified a presumptive range of only forty-nine to fifty-three months for this
particular crime.25 At sentencing, the judge imposed an exceptional sentence,
over the standard range, of ninety months based on the finding that Blakely
had acted with "deliberate cruelty."26 Blakely objected to the unexpected
three-year increase, but the trial judge adhered to his decision after conducting
a three-day bench hearing.27

In reaching its decision that Blakely's sentence was imposed in violation
of the Constitution, the Supreme Court applied Apprendi's rule: '" Other than
the fact of a prior conviction, any fact that increases the penalty for a crime
beyond the prescribed statutory maximum must be submitted to a jury, and
proved beyond a reasonable doubt. ",28 The Court announced that its decisions
in Apprendi and Ring held "that the defendant's constitutional rights had been
violated because the judge had imposed a sentence greater than the maximum
he could have imposed under state law without the challenged factual
finding."29 The Court's decision in Blakely turned on the meaning of
"statutory maximum," as the State argued the statutory maximum was ten
years, and the defendant argued that the maximum was the forty-nine to fifty
three month range articulated in the Sentencing Reform Act.30 The Court
announced "that the 'statutory maximum' for Apprendi purposes is the
maximum sentence a judge may impose solely on the basis of the facts
reflected in the jury verdict or admitted by the defendant."31 Therefore, this
exceptional sentence violated the defendant's constitutional rights by
imposing a sanction over the statutory maximum of fifty-three months based
on facts the defendant neither admitted nor were found by the jury.32

23. [d. at 2534-35. Blakely admitted abducting his wife, binding her with duct tape, and making
her get into the wooden box in the back of his pickup truck at knifepoint. See id. at 2534.

24. [d. at 2535.
25. See id.
26. [d.
27. [d. at 2535-36.
28. [d. at 2536 (quoting Apprendi v. New Jersey, 530 U.S. 466, 490 (2000».
29. [d. at 2537 (citations omitted).
30. [d.
31. [d. (citations omitted).
32. [d. at 2542.
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m. DEPARTURES FROM THE SENTENCING GUIDELINES

A. United States v. Booker

781

The Fifth Circuit vacated the sentence ofdefendant Pablo Ruiz based on
the federal district court's consideration of 178 kilograms of marijuana found
at Ruiz's residence as relevant conduct for sentencing purposes.33 Ruiz was
convicted of conspiracy to distribute fifty grams or more of cocaine base in
violation of 21 U.S.C. § 846.34 The court held that the marijuana found at
Ruiz's residence, discovered approximately nine months after the last time
Ruiz was known to have participated in the conspiracy to distribute crack, was
not the "same course of conduct" under U.S.S.G. § 1B1.3(a)(2).35 The court
found "no evidence that the crack conspiracy and the marijuana seizure
'shared a common source, supplier, or destination'" and "'the fact that the
offenses involved drugs,' [was] not sufficient.,,36 The court held that the
seized marijuana was not appropriate for sentencing consideration under the
relevant conduct standard. 37

B. United States v. Phipps

Michael Shane Phipps and Dean Rayburn Gilley attacked the federal
district court's upward departure from the criminal sexual abuse guidelines as
unwarranted.38 Phipps and Gilley were convicted of five counts including
kidnapping, carjacking, and using a firearm. 39 The defendants appealed their
convictions, and upon remand, the federal district court imposed a twenty
five-year upward departure.40 The Fifth Circuit, in affmning the upward
departure, stated that the federal district court had not abused its discretion in
considering the evidence available at the time ofresentencing, which included
unrebutted testimony ofthe victim's profound sustained psychological harm.41

The presentencing report included a victim impact statement, a letter written
by the victim, and a transcript from the victim interview conducted by an
officer one day before resentencing.42

33. Uniled States v. Booker, 334 F.3d 406, 414 (5th Cir. June 2003).
34. /d. a1409.
35. /d. a1414-15 (citalions omitted).
36. Id. (cilalions omitted).
37. Id. at415.
38. Uniled States v. Phipps, 368 F.3d 505, 510 (5th Cir. Apr. 2004), cert. denied, 124 S. Ct. 2891

(2004).
39. Id. at 507.
40. /d. at 508, 514.
41. Id. at 514.
42. /d.
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C. United States v. Gordon

[Vol. 37:777

In a case of first impression, the Fifth Circuit in a per curiam opinion
held that time served in home detention is not a "sentence of imprisonment"
for purposes of U.S.S.G. § 4A1.1.43 Two criminal history points are added
for each prior sentence of imprisonment of between sixty days and thirteen
months.44 The court found that the federal sentencing guidelines "define a
'sentence of imprisonment' as a 'sentence of incarceration' and distinguish
between 'imprisonment' and 'home detention. ",45

D. United States v. Washington

The Fifth Circuit reversed a federal district court's refusal to reduce a
defendant's offense level for acceptance of responsibility under U.S.S.G.
§ 3E1.1.46 The federal district court held that defendant Tony Ray
Washington (Washington) did not accept responsibility because he '''went to
trial on a motion to suppress the evidence that the government proposed to use
against him and the evidence that was critical to the offense itself, that is, the
possession of the firearms that he was convicted'" of possessing.47 In finding
that the federal district court had equated Washington's attempt to suppress
evidence and continue to trial with avoiding responsibility, the Fifth Circuit
noted that conditioning a sentence reduction on a waiver of the right to appeal
a constitutional issue is problematic.48 The court found that a motion to
suppress is not analogous to putting "'the government to its burden of proof
at trial"'; and further, the Guidelines create a distinction between a
defendant's denial of factual guilt and denial of legal guilt, allowing
acceptance of responsibility for the latter.49 The Fifth Circuit vacated
Washington's sentence holding that defendants should not have to choose
between suppressing evidence and receiving credit for acceptance of
responsibility.50

43. United States v. Gordon, 346 F.3d 135, 138 (5th Cir. Sept. 2003).
44. [d. at 137.
45. [d. at 138 (quoting U.S. SENTENCING GUIDELINES MANUAL §§ 4A1.2(b), 5Cl.1(c), 1B1.5(d)

(2003)).
46. United States v. Washington, 340 F.3d 222, 230 (5th Cu. July 2003), cerr. denied, 540 U.S.

1081 (2003).
41. [d. at 228.
48. [d.
49. [d. at 228-29.
50. [d. at 229-30.
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IV. MISCELLANEOUS

A. United States v. Torres-Aguilar

783

In United States v. Torres-Aguilar, defendant attacked his sentence
arguing that the condition that he not possess any dangerous weapon during
his supervised release should be stricken from the judgment because it
conflicted with the terms of the sentence orally imposed.51 The Fifth Circuit
held in a per curiam decision that "[iJf the district court orally imposes a
sentence ofsupervised release without stating the conditions applicable to this
period of supervision, the judgment's inclusion of conditions that are
mandatory, standard, or recommended by the Sentencing Guidelines does not
create a conflict with the oral pronouncement."52 Because the '''written
judgment simply clarifie[s] the meaning of that sentence by specifying what
the supervision [is meant] to entail,'" the court affirmed the sentence and
upheld the conditions in the written order.53

V. EPILOGUE

The decision in Blakely has left numerous circuit courts in chaos and has
created controversy regarding the application of the decision on current
statutes and sentencing.54 In the months since the Blakely decision, federal
circuit courts have experienced a difficult time interpreting and applying the
decision.55 The Fifth Circuit has pronounced that Blakely does not extend to
the Guidelines.56 Additionally, the Supreme Court granted certiorari and
heard oral argument on two consolidated cases addressing the issue of the
constitutionality of the Guidelines.57 In each case, the court below held that

51. United States v. TorreS-Aguilar, 352 F.3d 934. 935 (5th Cir. Dec. 2003), reh 'g denied, (Dec.
30,2003).

52. /d. at 938.
53. /d. (quoting United States v. Truscello, 168 F.3d 61, 63 (2d Cir. 1999).
54. See Constitutionality a/Federal Sentencing Guidelines Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary,

108th Congo (2004), available at 2004 WL 1571026 (statement of Paul Cassell, United States District
Judge, D. Utah).

55. [d.
56. United States v. Pineiro, 377 F.3d 464 (5th Cir. July 2004). According to the Fifth Circuit,

the aspect ofBlakely that threatens the federal guidelines is the Court's reasoning regarding the relevant
"statutory maximum" for Apprendi purposes. [d. at 468.

57. On August 2, 2004, the Supreme Court agreed to hear two cases that deal directly with the
question of what effect, if any, the Blakely decision will have on the now twenty-year-old sentencing
guidelines. United States v. Fanfan, No. 03-47, 2004 WL 1723114 at * I (D. Me. 2004), cert. granted, 125
S. Ct. 12 (2004); United States v. Booker, 375 F.3d 508 (7th Cir. 2004), cert. granted, 125 S. Ct. 11
(2004). These cases were consolidated and set for oral argument on October 4, 2004. Fan/an, 125 S. Ct.
at 12; Booker, 125 S. Ct. at II. In Fanjan, the defendant was convicted of conspiracy involving at least
500 grams of cocaine, and the Maine judge was prepared to order a sixteen-year sentence based on
aggravating factors when the Blakely decision was announced. Fanfan, 2004 WL 1723114, at *4, *6.
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the binding rules set forth in the Guidelines limited the severity of the
sentence that the judge could lawfully impose on the defendant based on the
facts found by the jury at his trial.58 In both cases, the courts rejected, on the
basis of Blakely, the Government's recommended application of the
Guidelines because the proposed sentences were basedon additional facts that
the sentencing judge found by a preponderance of the evidence.59

On January 12,2005, the United States Supreme Court issued its opinion
in United States v. Booker.6lJ In Booker, the Court extended its decision in
Blakely to the Guidelines.61 As a result of this constitutional holding, the
Court in a split decision held two provisions of the Sentencing Reform Act of
1984,18 U.S.c. §§ 3553(b)(l) and 3742(e), should be severed and excised.62

Justice Breyer, in his opinion in part for the majority, concluded that 18
U.S.C. § 3553(b)(1), which makes the Guidelines mandatory, is
"incompatible" with today's Sixth Amendment "jury trial."63 Thus, the
Guidelines, as modified, are "effectively advisory."64 A sentencing court is
required "to consider the Guidelines ranges65 ... but it permits the court to
tailor the sentence in light of other statutory concerns as well ...."66

The future role of the Guidelines is unclear. Judge Ricardo H. Hinojosa,
Chair ofthe United States Sentencing Commission, testified before the House
of Representatives that even "[a]fter Booker, the Federal Sentencing
Guidelines remain an important and essential consideration in the imposition
of federal sentences." 67

In light ofBlakely, the judge reduced the sentence to six years. [d. at *2. In United States v. Booker, the
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals struck down the sentence based partially on the amount of drugs
involved because ajudge made the factual determination without ajury. Booker, 375 F.3d at 508. Booker
was convicted of violating 21 U.S.C. § 841(a)(I) (2002). That statute prescribes a minimum sentence of
10 years in prison and a maximum sentence oflife for that offense. 21 U.S.C. § 841(b)(I )(A)(iii). Based
on Booker's criminal history and the quantity of drugs found by the jury. the Sentencing Guidelines
required the District CourtJudge to select a "base" sentence ofnot less than 210 nor more than 262 months
in prison See U.S. SENTENCING GUIDELINES MANUAL §§ 2Dl.l(c)(4). 4Al.l (Nov. 2003). The judge,
however, held a post-trial sentencing proceeding and concluded by a preponderance of the evidence that
Booker had possessed an additional 566 grams of crack and that he was guilty of obstructing justice.
Instead of the sentence of 21 years and 10 months that the judge could have imposed on the basis offacts
proved to the jury beyond a reasonable doubt. Booker received a 30-year sentence. United States v.
Booker, 125 S. Ct. 738. 746 (2005).

58. Booker. 125 S. Ct. at 746-48.
59. [d.
60. [d. at 746.
61. [d. at 746-48.
62. [d. at 757-69.
63. [d. at 756.
64. [d. at 757.
65. See 18 U.S.C § 3553(a)(4) (Supp. 2004).
66. See § 3553(a); Booker, 125 S. Ct. at 757.
67. United States Sentencing Commission Before the House Subcomm. on Crime, Te"orism, and

Homeland Security: Hearing Before the House Corom. on the Judiciary,109th Congo (Feb. 10,2005)
(prepared statement ofJudge Ricardo H. Hinojosa. Chair), http://www.ussc.govlBlakelylbookertestimony.
pdf, at 2.
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The Sentencing Commission firmly believes that the Court's decision
makes clear that the sentencing court must consider the guidelines and that
such consideration necessarily requires the sentencing court to calculate
the guidelines sentencing range .... Sentencing courts of course cannot
consider the sentencing guideline range if one has not been determined.
Therefore, probation officers should continue preparing presentence
reports with guideline calculations, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3552 and Rule
32 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, both of which were
unchanged by the decisions.68

Further, in a Joint Memorandum, Judge Hinojosa and Sims Lake, Chair
of the Criminal Law Committee of the Judicial Conference of the United
States, informed all federal judges of the following: Booker makes clear that
"the Sentencing Commission remains in place," as it continues to write
Guidelines, collect information about actual federal district court decisions,
undertake research, and revise guidelines accordingly.69 Because Booker
makes no change in the document submission requirements of 28 U.S.C.
§ 994(w), it is imperative that all districts continue to make these submissions
to the Commission in a timely manner.70

68. Id. at 3-4.
69. See 28 U.S.C. § 994; Booker, 125 S. Ct. at 744.
70. UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION. JOINT MEMORANDUM TO ALL FEDERAL JUDGES

(Jan. 21,2005), http://www.ussc.govlBlakelyIDIRS-014.PDF.
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